Next Generation RPA
Workforce Management
The future of automation: How Siemens Global Business
Services successfully enables continuous improvement
to RPA processes, efficiency and user experience with
the integration of Deloitte’s “The MotherBot” solution.

Today, Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is
a well-established digital approach, widely
adopted in businesses and centers of excellence globally. For leading companies such
as Siemens Global Business Services (GBS), it
represents the right solution to cost reduction
and increased efficiency, freeing up valuable
resources. However, with Deloitte’s advanced
RPA workforce management solution, it has

now become possible for organizations to
unlock the next level of RPA benefits. The
approach is to automate not only the tasks of
the robotic workforce, but also their supervision with the help of Deloitte’s pre-configured,
easy-to-use “The Motherbot” RPA solution. And
that is precisely what GBS, the renowned global
shared services operation of Siemens, has
accomplished in a joint project with Deloitte.

Client Challenges
Optimizing bot management at scale
Depending on the size and the nature of the
organization, today’s robotic workforces can
reach very high robot headcounts. For instance,
GBS operates one of the most extensive RPA
workforces worldwide with over 300 use cases in
production. But with the added efficiency gains
of a higher bot count also comes an increase in
management effort necessary to oversee the
fleet in action. Up to now, human bot controllers
have been tasked with supervising RPA robots
on the job: starting up bots, handling exceptions,
resetting virtual machines when necessary,
scheduling processes and generating management reports. To overcome manual challenges
of orchestrating, scheduling and monitoring the
robot workforce, GBS was looking for an efficient
way to manage their individual robots. Deloitte’s
“The MotherBot” represented a suitable and
intelligent solution and set the groundwork for
a great cooperation.
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With "The MotherBot", Deloitte has developed
a truly unique asset. It provides a powerful,
cost-effective and easy-to-use bot management
solution that can reduce the effort of bot controllers by up to 90 percent, increase the efficiency of license usage by 20 percent or more
and significantly decrease response time in
the event of errors and schedule adjustments.
The solution can be used “out of the box” and
requires only minimal configuration and customization. Most importantly, “The MotherBot”
integrates seamlessly with existing RPA environments, such as Blue Prism in the case of
Siemens GBS, saving users considerable
expense of investing in new RPA setups. The
solution is viable for workforces of 20 robots
and more.

Our Approach
Plug & Play with The MotherBot: Easily
installed, efficient, affordable
How does “The MotherBot” work, and how
was it put to work at Siemens GBS? The most
important core functionality of the solution is
an intelligent approach to scheduling: scalable
scheduling based on workload projections
and priority, dynamic assignment of users and
processes, automatic re-scheduling as well as
automatic process start/stop decisions based
on performance. Before it starts individual processes, “The MotherBot” checks the validity of
the input database records and the availability
of virtual machines. Tracking sheets are generated automatically. Comprehensive monitoring
provides a full view into processes: session
status, processing duration, terminations, error
thresholds etc. Reporting is automated as
well, with conditional E-mail alerts, predefined
performance reporting intervals, daily standard
reporting and automated updates on process
parameters such as average volume.
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Impact
The implementation of “The MotherBot” at
Siemens GBS was straightforward. The project
started with a three-day workshop in which the
individual bots as well as RPA infrastructure
and architecture were evaluated regarding the
future interaction with "The MotherBot". Additional Siemens-specific requirements and functionalities were also discussed and evaluated,
such as support for different time zones due to
the global scope of business, or the integration
of short notice processes. A team of experts
from Deloitte integrated the standard solution
in the Siemens GBS environment within a few
days and supported Siemens GBS during the
hypercare phase. Extensions and additional
functionalities were largely implemented in
advance on the Deloitte Blue Prism Cloud while
Siemens GBS carried out preparatory and system access activities in parallel. As a result, the
overall timeline of the project could be reduced.
Extensive training and lessons learned workshops were also part of the implementation
process.

Value straight out of the box
Quick to install, quick to generate benefits –
“The MotherBot’s” impact could be grasped very
quickly in the Siemens GBS project. There is
the potential for significant reduction in manual
effort required for daily process planning and
monitoring. The new approach provides the
foundation not only for a reduction in resource
requirements, but also for faster reaction
times and problem-solving. This was especially
pertinent with regard to error rates and process exceptions, which are now automatically
monitored by “The MotherBot”. The automated
and scalable scheduling of processes 24/7 has
enabled Siemens GBS to use virtual machines
much more efficiently, which in turn can led to
a significant reduction of multiple cost factors,
such as infrastructure, RPA license and thirdparty applications cost. The seamless integration of the Deloitte solution in the existing RPA
environment had the additional benefit of saving
expenditures for change management, which
would have been necessary in the case of any
solutions that imply a comprehensive infrastructure makeover.

“Increasing the automation level day by day is
a key success factor. This is valid for business
processes but must be applied also in
maintaining our robot fleet of more than 400
delivered use cases. This is exactly the purpose
of our intelligent scheduling solution we have
developed to optimize and automate the
maintenance of RPA.”
Dr. Matthias Egelhaaf, Head of GBS Digital Solutions
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Deep Dive
How “The MotherBot” works
“The MotherBot” follows a streamlined,
flexible process workflow for controlling
RPA robots. It can be broken down in the
following steps:

1. S
 cheduling input
In the input database, key parameters and
rules for scheduling can be defined. “The
MotherBot” checks on updates via status
requests. Additional aspects include flexible adjustments and rescheduling.

4. S
 tart processes
“The MotheBot” devises the process schedule along the lines of factors such as priority, specific defined rules and requested
system or status information. Processes
are started subsequently.

2. C
 heck VM availability
Checking availability of technical resources
upfront helps to increase transparency on
system issues. For several areas, problem
resolution e.g. with “restart” functionalities
is handled automatically.

5. Monitor status
Queues, processing times and error rates
are checked (with pre-defined frequency).

3. Check queues
“The MotherBot” checks processes that
might already be active. It then initiates
“Load to Queue” and gathers information
about expected processes and transaction
volumes.
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6. E
 rror handling
If relevant errors are identified, appropriate
actions will be triggered automatically. Relevant errors include: VM downtime, queue
error, runtime error, error rate threshold
event. Typical actions: alerts, early warnings, e-mail notifications and session kills
(where possible – not implement at Siemens).

7. R
 ecalculate scheduling
The insights from monitoring and exception
handling are fed back into the scheduling process, i.e. “TheMotherBot” initiates
re-scheduling according to process needs
and resource availability.
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